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The Critical Review of “Gordon at Khartoum”
SHIGA Yoshinobu?
?Last year, I could contribute my translation to the university bulletin of  Journal of 
International Affairs of Aichi University. The content of it was The British Occupation of  Egypt 
in ????. That was believed to be the dawn of Imperialism and the division of African Continent. 
The Occupation was achieved by Gladstone?s ?nd Government..
?At ﬁrst, I was wondering why Gladstone,who was believed to be a Little Englander , made 
up his mind to send British troops to Egypt..Comparing his ?st Government with his ?nd one, 
all kinds of situation had been deteriorating year by year.So I came to understand that any prime 
ministers in the U.K.had to adapt themselves to new situations.
?Anyway,The Battle of Tel-el-Kebir resulted in Britain gaining the most strategic region in 
the world,Egypt. But the British Empire had no right to occupy there for so long. As a result, 
PrimeMinister ,Mr.Gladstone, as well as the Foreign Minister the ?nd Earl of Granville, had to 
say ofﬁcially that they would like to withdraw the British troops from Egypt as soon as possible.
?It was very unfortunate,that almost concurrently ,however,in a neighbouring country,Sudan, so 
called the movement of Mahdi took place in ????.    
?In ????,and????,the movement becamea full-scale rebellion.
?So,the ruling party then,the Liberal Government made its own decision,as to how to cope with 
these terrible circumstances.
?One decision was to suppress the rebellion by force,the other was to evacuate the Egyptian 
garrison,both ofﬁcers and citizens.
?Finally,the ?nd Gladstone Government chose to send a famous person, Chinese Gordon .
?It was a tragedy that his duty was just to lead the retreat of the Egyptian Garrison and other 
civilians safety.
 But,the legendary eccentric hero changed his mind and deﬁed the instructions issued by the 
Cabinet on the ??th of January in ????.
?At ﬁrst,I just regarded him as a tragic hero,whose character led to his terrible fate.
?To some extent,it was true,however,the more I researched, the more I wondered.
He was forced ,and cajoled into going to Sudan due to the political intrigue within Gladstone?s 
?nd Government.
?In March in ????, I went to London again,and visited both the British Library and,the National 
Archives. I collected much,much better materials than I had expected.
?In my conclusion,General Gordon had become a scapegoat as a result of his own country?s 
political intrigue.
